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Dear NTRPA Governing Board,
Please read this entire letter and ponder some of the surprising and
profoundly deep questions it raises. You are about to make some profound
changes that this community will be stuck with forever.
I oppose relocating the El Dorado Campground Restrooms. These
restrooms are ideally situated to serve the existing campsites. If anything
they should be upgraded so that our City campground makes the front of
Sunset Magazine every summer:
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Here is a sample interior of a luxury public campground by a Truckee
design firm:
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With upgrades, such as an onsite sauna facility, this can continue to be a
world-class campground:
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We need to make to most of our precious land resources and ensure their uses fully
optimize both their attributes and our outdoor values. The current campground may
have been mismanaged with an extreme lack of vision, but it should not be blighted
and destroyed by the greedy, philistinish, misplacement of an indoor water park on top
of these invaluable campsites. Outdoor camping opportunities have been continuously
disappearing around the basin for the last 50 years, meanwhile our national and global
population only continues to grow. Camping actually offers visitors an intimate
connection with the environment, that they could not get through almost any other
experience. These bonding experiences have been shown to leave strong impressions
on visitors about the importance of protecting the environment long after they leave.
This invaluable campground serves as an ambassador to protect the Tahoe basin. Don't
kill this incredible messenger!
I also oppose the approval of both the "CEQA declaration for the Bijou/Al
Tahoe Community Plan" and the project's "Special Use Permit." This is not
the appropriate sitting for an indoor recreation center, and actually
destroys invaluable outdoor lakeside camping. The Caldor Fire destroyed
most of the El Dorado County's camping opportunities on the western
slopes, making this site more important than ever. The lakefront campsites
also serve a social justice purpose, because they allow inexpensive
lakefront accommodations, in an area where it is often impossible to find
any other places for less than $500 dollars a night. To destroy this national
public resource on behalf of local residents and lodging entrepreneurs who
are already privileged enough to live here is very wrong. Please choose an
alternative location.
This decision ought to be made from the Rawlian veil of ignorance also
known as the Original Position (OP). This means you must consider which
arrangements you would make for societal structures, but you must select as if you had
no knowledge ahead of time what position you would end up having in that society.
This choice is made from behind a "veil of ignorance," which prevents you from
knowing your ethnicity, social status, gender and, crucially in Rawls' formulation, your
or anyone else's idea of how to lead a good life. Ideally, this would force participants,
such as you, to select principles impartially and rationally.
From the Original Position, representative parties—in this case, the City Council—must
balance the location of this facility against its adverse impacts by choosing a sitting
which achieves the greatest benefit of the least advantaged (the difference
principle) AND attached to positions and offices open to all.
Sitting the indoor recreation center on top of an existing invaluable lakeside
campground and State Scenic Corridor, forever deprives the entire Nation of
outstanding affordable lakeside accommodations on the south shore. It also degrades
the scenic view experienced by millions of visitors from all over the country each year.
In comparison, sitting the facility on top of the footprint of the existing aquatics center
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only disadvantages city residents for one to two years while construction occurs. This
City can make a temporary partnership with the Douglas County Recreation and
Aquatics Centers in the interim, and of course there is always the freshwaters of Lake
Tahoe.
If you were to decide the placement of this facility, not knowing your ethnicity, social
status, gender, or even any idea of how to lead a good life, you would be compelled to
forgo destroying the lakeside campsites. The vast probability is that by chance you
would be "originally" brought into this world born not rich, white, or having a house in
Tahoe. The sad reality is that your best chance to stay here in town would be a $50 a
night campsite, not a $500 hotel room. You would never travel hundreds or thousands
miles to Tahoe just to use an indoor aquatics center which are already available in
nearly every major city. Thus, it is imperative that we protect every one of these
campsites, as they provide a critical public service that cannot be replaced
by an indoor water park. An indoor water park adds little national value, but these
campground sites and this scenic corridor honestly do.
Let's face it, the location and design of this project has been highly
influenced by the South Lake Tahoe Lodging Association (SLTLA) & LTVA,
which have seen this facility as an elite lodging amenity opportunity. In
fact, the proposed location is adjacent to a hotel owned by the SLTLA's vice
president, Rich Bodine. Both the Planning Commission and the Parks &
Recreation Commissions are heavily represented by the SLTLA, who have
myopic tunnel vision on their narrow enterprising lodging interests, and
the greater National and Global perspectives of public good are actually
completely lost.
This facility should be placed upon the existing aquatics center site, or
placed in another area in need of urban renewal, or placed on some of the
many vacant parcels in surrounding land. This location is not too big to
fail. It is never too late to do the right thing. The existing architectural
plans can be implemented nearly anywhere else.
I oppose the City's negative CEQA declaration for the Bijou/Al Tahoe
Community Plan "Amendment" as well as the "Plan" and the "Agreement."
Please add this timely correspondence to the record.

The City really needs to stop suppressing public participation, speech, and abusing the
environmental review process to railroad through a bunch of cheap, unremarkable, illplanned development in our invaluable and deliberately undeveloped open spaces. It
has done so this winter censoring all depictions of the pending Loop Road meadow
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development. In the most recent example of this behavior, the City contracted out due
process of law to a developer, who egregiously bypassed the critical environmental
review steps of looking at feasible alternatives for the so-called "56-Acres" as evidenced
by the fact that the "Master Plan" and its "Alternative" are one of the same (PRC. §
21002). Nor would the trite "Main Street" which the plan nominally advanced therein,
address any of the underlying needs of the community. Both versions have the same
footprint:
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Worse, the City outrageously animates the patently false claim that it is hard to fill
subcommittees with locals. No, it just wanted give those seats to special interests that
are already representing other causes. While the City was scheming with real estate
interests and shutting everybody else out of public meetings, a large group of locals
from neighborhood groups got together, to generate some real alternatives. We then
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had a technical expert rush out a draft. Some of us played devil's advocate, some of us
had genuine visions. We broke our brainstorm into conceptual groups and then
developed those further. The fruit of these meetings has been attached as the "56-Acres
Alternatives" working document and "midnight draft." Our goal is to spark a real
drawn-out conversation and lively debate about our City's future and
demonstrate a new model of grassroots engagement rather than giving the spoils to
cronyism. Not every concept should be pursued, but we should discuss them all, and
hopefully have some deep soul-searching about our impact on the environment. None
of us are currently or have historically served special business interests which gives us
an unbiased perception into the community's need. In the public engagement void
deliberately caused by corrupt City officials, we locals now have an initiative to take the
lead.
Some days I love Gavin Feiger, but does he really need to be on our Planning
Commission when he is already a board director of Teshara's South Shore
Transportation Management Association, and a member of the sold out—industry
captured—League to "Save" Tahoe? Darcie Collins' Prosperity Center is a front for
the Tahoe Chamber/LTVA trying to put low-income housing on our meadows and
Macro Cell Towers in our Scenic Areas! If a person is already serving on the board or
committee of a non-governmental organization (NGO), then they should not also be on
the inside making governmental decisions that advance their special interest. We need
diversity as much as we need checks-and-balances and to root-out corrupt interest
conflicts. Incest is the opposite of diversity.
The City publicly pays lip-service to valuing our scenic treasures, but behind the scenes,
it is conspiring with developers and special real estate interests to develop the hell out
of South Lake Tahoe. The City's unjustifiable failure to take the critical steps to protect
our meadows is how it undermine these goals so that they are set-up to fail. One of
the more egregious examples was the City Council's refusal to appropriate and remove
the homes built on top of Bijou Park Creek in the past year(s), all the while publicly
championing the cesspool behind Whole Foods which looks nothing like the park we
were all promised.
[Jason Collin said] among his favorite projects over the past four years
was the Bijou Park Creek Watershed Restoration Project. [He purported]
that not only was the project an environmental restoration of the area,
but it was also an esthetical and economic improvement with the Whole
Foods center.

I don't know of what he could possibly be proud; the greasy fast-food strip mall that
was actually built—by the lowest bidder with cheap, green, uncured, sap-spewing,
cracking lumber—did nothing to restore the historic Bijou Park Creek and meadows.
There is not even a pedestrian bridge or a Whole Foods picnic area:
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Needless to say, we never got "a design that matches the grandeur of our setting." We
got the very "uninspiring suburban-style development" that everybody had feared, by
the same philistines that pushed trough the hideous Ski Run Tower, and are now trying
to destroy the El Dorado Beach Scenic Corridor. Look, you are inept, dishonest,
corrupt, and now it is time for us locals to take away the keys from the City. Here is
memory lane.
Grace Thorpe
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"Bijou Park Creek Open Space Preserve" — Ski Run Park Concept — An Active
Lifestyle, Interpretive Dog Park, & Cultural Hub.

Legend
Bioju Park Creek Open Space
Scenic Road Corridors
Attainment
Non-Attainment

Feasible Alternatives or Feasible Mitigation Measures
Available which would Substantially Lessen the Significant
Environmental Effects of 56-Acres Master Plan.

Pursuant to California Public Resource Code § 21002, it is the policy of the state that public
agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental
effects of such projects, and that the procedures required by the Environmental Quality Act
are intended to assist public agencies in systematically identifying both the significant effects
of proposed projects and the feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will
avoid or substantially lessen such significant effects.
Contained in this document are six feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures
which should be considered by El Dorado County and the City of South Lake Tahoe in the
approval of 56-Acres1 Master Plan.
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The parcels identified in the titular “56-Acres” Master Plan actually sum to 52 acres.

The "56-Acres" development will spoil the only in-town segment of
Highway 50 in attainment of the scenic threshold.

Legend
56-Acres Perimiter
Master Plan Construction
Scenic Road Corridor
Attainment
Non-Attainment

This is the 56-Acres Master Plan; the so-called “Alternative Master Plan” as it currently exists
in substance has the same building construction footprint, sitting, and location. The lakeward section of the forest currently heavily used for outdoor recreation would be cut-down
and replaced by an indoor “Multi-generational Aquatics and Recreation Building.”
This section is within a statutory “state scenic highway” which requires “special scenic
conservation treatment” adjacent to the scenic corridor (Streets and Highway Code §§ 260,
263.4). Highway 50, also known as the “Lincoln Highway” was America’s first
transcontinental road, and as a federal-aid highway is part of the “National Highway System.”
The highway portion that transects the sierras is an excellent candidate for the “National
Scenic Byways Program” which could be a boost to the economy in federal aid monies and
scenic roadway tourism (23 U.S. Code §§ 103 & 162). The highway subsection adjacent to
the proposed “Multi-generational Aquatics and Recreation Building” is the only in-town
portion in attainment of the scenic threshold, and offers one of the most spectacular views in
the whole sierra transect. Spoliation of this corridor section is an existential threat to
Highway 50 attaining status as a “National Scenic Byway,” “All-American Road,” or
“America’s Byway.”2
The "56-Acres" improvements ought to increase the scenic beauty and outdoor recreation
value, a criteria not met by converting a splendid natural outdoor space into an artificial
indoor building. These parcels have been spared development over the last century because
of their unique scenic beauty. It is hard to imagine a better use for the common good and
the greatest many than as an outdoor camping area.
The “56-Acres Master Plan” purports to create a “Main Street” as a selling-point to address
the longstanding lack of a central “downtown.” However, the design in no way resembles or
even addresses in form or in function the publicly desired local’s cultural and business hub
such as a “main” “street” or “square.”
Also, a library is an essential and traditional feature of a “downtown,” which has been
underplayed in the current plan. The existing library is outdated, and structurally suffers
from radioactive radon contamination which cannot be eliminated due to the design of its
foundation. There is an opportunity being missed in the new federal infrastructure initiative
that will follow the pandemic for the next decade which could bring us a new library,
courthouse, and parking structure.
Hence, the best feasible alternative would enhance the “state scenic highway” corridor, while
simultaneously maximizing the parcel’s scenic beauty and outdoor recreation value, while
also expanding indoor library and recreational opportunities, and results in a local’s cultural
and business hub, “street,” or “square.” There appears to be plenty of neglected opportunity
in this regard.
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Scenic Highways may lose their scenic status if a local government fails its protective duties under Streets and
Highways Code § 262.

Moving the proposed aquatics center would preserve the nationally
significant scenic road corridor.

Legend
Master Plan Relocated A
56-Acres Perimiter
Scenic Road Corridor
Attainment
Non-Attainment

The so-called “Alternative Master Plan” appears to be a thinly-veiled clone of the “Master
Plan,” to rather disingenuously address the “feasible alternative” and “alternative analysis”
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) where applicable. The law respects form less than
substance.3
In this substantive alternative version “A” to the “Master Plan,” buildings have been relocated,
while the footprint has remained the same allowing direct transfer and application of any
existing architectural plans.
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CA. Civil Code § 3528

Annexing the proposed aquatics center with the ice rink would both create a convenient centralized
recreational complex and preserve the nationally significant scenic road corridor.

Legend
56-Acres Perimiter
Master Plan Relocated B
Scenic Road Corridor
Attainment
Non-Attainment

In this substantive alternative version “B” to the “Master Plan,” the “Multi-generational
Aquatics and Recreation Building” has been relocated next to the Ice Arena forming a true
recreation complex, while the footprint has remained the same allowing direct transfer and
application of any existing architectural plans.
The camping cabins are imagined to be designed to add stylistic ambiance and would be
restricted to light-treading disassemble-able designs with some canvass panels and a
relocatable footprint or deck (eg., unsunk “pillars in concrete” or removable “ground
screws”). Their location is not important at this time as they would be seasonal rather than
permanent structures.

Annexing the proposed aquatics center with the ice rink would both create a convenient centralized
recreational complex and preserve the nationally significant scenic road corridor.

Legend
56-Acres Perimiter
Master Plan Reimagined
Scenic Road Corridor
Attainment
Non-Attainment

Here the “Master Plan,” has been re-imagined, with a new footprint for the “Multigenerational Aquatics and Recreation Building” which has been relocated adjacent to the Ice
Arena forming a true recreation complex. The City Hall has been re-imagined as well. The
scenic corridor is enhanced with an extravagant “avant-garde” intergovernmental library
which has both a city and a county wing with distinct circulation stacks, a common reading
room with a fireplace and checkout desk.

"56-Acres" — Main Street Concept — a living & working cultural hub.

Legend
56-Acres Perimiter
Master Plan Main Street
building
roadway
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This manifests the best instantiation of a “Main Street” concept that is an actual living and
working cultural hub. The “main street” saves the scenic corridor from spoilation by
realigning the existing road to form a bypass which would be paved with bricks or “pavers”
that would give it a functional 15 mph speed limit. Some buildings would use the former
Rufus Allen right-of-way, with the lakefront portion being restored to forest. All municipal
departments and the courthouse would be relocated, which would “seed” a surrounding
business ecosystem of law offices, environmental consultants, restaurants, and boutique
venues. In the perfect 30-year ideal, “Main Street” would be anchored with an “avant-garde”
intergovernmental library which has both a city and a county wing with distinct circulation
stacks, a common reading room with a fireplace and checkout desk. A granite federal and
state courthouse (satellite) would share a parking structure (infrastructure funding hack),
and may even advance dreams of our status as a future county seat or the realization of a
Tahoe County. A City Hall would function as the formal Council Chambers, and a “town
theater” would function as a town hall, local event theater, and hold independent films. The
recreation center would be truly centralized into a comprehensive state-of-the-art facility.
Camping would remain along the scenic corridor, whereupon the land would be deed
restricted to any further development. The senior center and historical society would be
relocated into the former Rufus Allen right-of-way. There would be boutique businesses in
the infill.
This alternative certainly is better on the Highway 50 scenic corridor. However, it uses more
coverage and is linear and more spread out than a town square concept.

"56-Acres" — Town Square Concept

Legend
56-Acres Perimiter
Master Plan Town Square
building
designation
roadway

This manifests the best instantiation of a “Town Square” concept that is an actual living and
working cultural hub. The “town square” saves the scenic corridor from spoilation by
realigning the existing road to form a bypass which would be paved with bricks or “pavers”
that would give it a functional 15 mph speed limit. Some southern buildings would use the
former Rufus Allen right-of-way, with the lakefront portion using the existing roadway. All
municipal departments and the courthouse would be relocated, which would “seed” a
surrounding business ecosystem of law offices, environmental consultants, restaurants, and
boutique venues. In the perfect 30-year ideal, the town square would be anchored with an
“avant-garde” intergovernmental library which has both a city and a county wing with distinct
circulation stacks, a common reading room with a fireplace and checkout desk. A granite
federal and state courthouse (satellite) would share a parking structure (infrastructure
funding hack), and may even advance dreams of our status as a future county seat or the
realization of a Tahoe County. A City Hall would function as the formal Council Chambers,
and a “town theater” would function as a town hall, local event theater, and hold
independent films. The recreation center would be truly centralized into a comprehensive
state-of-the-art facility. Camping would remain along the scenic corridor, whereupon the
land would be deed restricted to any further development. The senior center and historical
society would be relocated into the former Rufus Allen right-of-way. There would be
boutique businesses in the infill.
This alternative certainly is better on the Highway 50 scenic corridor. However, it uses more
coverage and still impacts the environment more than urban renewal of existing developed
land.

"56-Acres" Development Alternative: Urban Renewal
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56-Acres Perimiter
Urban Renewal
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roadway
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The urban renewal alternative certainly is better on the Highway 50 scenic corridor, and has
the least impact on the environment. However, the acquisition of property and the prospect
of eminent domain suggests that it would have an adverse impact that might be classified as
“economic, social, or other conditions.”4 In choosing this alternative, the public would have
to agree that personal property is more expendable than the environment. Our political
difficulty in choosing a difficult right over an easy wrong certainly raises ethics questions
about our future path given our adverse collective impact on the environment.
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CA Public Resources Code § 21002 et seq.

§ 21002. Approval of projects; feasible alternative or..., CA PUB RES § 21002

West's Annotated California Codes
Public Resources Code (Refs & Annos)
Division 13. Environmental Quality (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 1. Policy (Refs & Annos)
West's Ann.Cal.Pub.Res.Code § 21002

§ 21002. Approval of projects; feasible alternative or mitigation measures
Currentness
<For Executive Order N-65-20 (2019 CA EO 65-20), which alters certain deadlines and requirements for grants,
funding, and reimbursement claims, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, see Historical and Statutory Notes under
Government Code § 1774.>
The Legislature finds and declares that it is the policy of the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed
if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant
environmental effects of such projects, and that the procedures required by this division are intended to assist public agencies
in systematically identifying both the significant effects of proposed projects and the feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation
measures which will avoid or substantially lessen such significant effects. The Legislature further finds and declares that in
the event specific economic, social, or other conditions make infeasible such project alternatives or such mitigation measures,
individual projects may be approved in spite of one or more significant effects thereof.
Credits
(Added by Stats.1976, c. 1312, § 1. Amended by Stats.1980, c. 676, p. 1996, § 277.)

Notes of Decisions (214)
West's Ann. Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21002, CA PUB RES § 21002
Current with urgency legislation through Ch. 17 of 2021 Reg.Sess
End of Document
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